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Since time immemorial,
man has looked to the
stars and wondered about
his place in the universe.
We even merged our
mythologies and origin
stories with the celestial
bodies.

Now science is so advanced, we have
actually landed on the Moon and
the planet we named for the god of
war, Mars.

Anil Bhardwaj

Have you ever wondered how we
know things about distant planets
or our closest neighbor, the Moon?
The space crafts we sent out contain
experiments called payloads.
Dr. Anil Bhardwaj is a physicist who
specializes in planetary and space
science.

Director, Space Physics Laboratory, Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre,
Thiruvananthapuram

• M.Sc. in Physics from Lucknow University, Uttar Pradesh
• Ph.D. in Space & Planetary Physics from Banaras Hindu
University, Uttar Pradesh
Dr. Anil Bhardwaj is a versatile space scientist equally
adept in both analytical and experimental studies. His
astute understanding of relevant science, coupled with
his strength in design and development of instruments
for space research is clearly reflected in his ongoing and
upcoming experiments on Indian Space Missions.

“The challenge comes from the design and then
developing payloads. The design is based on the
science objective which is laid out right in the
beginning. And then we go through the design phase
and then the development phase, then the integration
phase and then flying, then operating and getting
the data from the experiment and then analyzing,
publishing and finally getting the thrill out of it!”

The much celebrated Mangalyaan that
India launched also had a payload for
which Bhardwaj was the chief scientist.
The results from Mars Exospheric Neutral
Composition Analyser (MENCA) help us
understand the Martian atmosphere.

Among the results that SARA
yielded was the interesting fact
that solar wind ions interacted
with the lunar surface in
unexpected ways.

The wild
blue yonder

SARA helped map magnetic
anomalies using low
energy neutral atoms
emitted from the surface.

Scientists like Anil
Bhardwaj design these
payloads with a view to
understanding our
neighbors in the solar
system and beyond better.

India sent out a lunar
mission called Chandrayaan-1
in 2008. Dr. Bhardwaj was the
Principle Investigator
for a payload, SARA (Sub-keV
Atom Reflecting Analyser),
on this mission.

